
Morning Session 

 

“Wide Harmony: Joni Mitchell’s Slash-Chord Piano Voicings” 

Nicole Biamonte, McGill University 

 

In this paper I examine the expanded syntax of harmonic functions expressed via slash 

chords in the solo piano music from Joni Mitchell’s early folk-rock period, comprising her first 

five albums (1968-72), conceived and recorded primarily as a solo artist.  Recent scholarship 

explores the compositional affordances of Mitchell’s nonstandard guitar tunings, which 

accommodate her polio-weakened left hand but also create idiosyncratic chord voicings that have 

become a signature element of her songwriting style.  Similar analytical attention has not been 

paid to her piano voicings, which are typically more consonant than her guitar voicings but 

likewise accommodate her less-agile left hand, in this case through pedal points and “slash 

chords”: mid-register close-position triadic harmonies with nonchord tones in the bass.  

Mitchell’s right-hand and left-hand piano parts are registrally distinct and often harmonically 

distinct, in a mildly “divorced” or stratified texture featuring slash chords.  Some of these are 

created through prolongational structures such as passing and neighboring chord progressions, 

but others represent traditional harmonic functions through extended structures more typical of 

jazz, which Mitchell has described as “wide harmony.”  I demonstrate these alternative 

realizations of conventional harmonic functions through analyses of selected piano songs from 

her early period. 

 

 

 

“Dissolves and Jump Cuts in Joni Mitchell’s Poetry” 

Lloyd Whitesell, McGill University 

 

I plan to explore one corner of Mitchell’s poetic technique by focusing on two special 

effects that figure in a significant number of songs. One stratagem involves an unprepared leap 

between disjunct settings or observations: “And I filled it full of silver / And I left the fingers 

counting */* And the sky goes on forever” (“Nathan La Franeer”). The other involves a passage 

of free association in which the relation between metaphorical referents becomes unstable: “A 

diamond dog / Carrying a cup and a cane / Looking through a double glass” (“The Hissing of 

Summer Lawns”). Each stratagem in its own way disrupts a normative linear discourse: one 

through a surprising discontinuity, the other through a disorienting hyper-substitution. 

A survey of key poetic moments will demonstrate the sophistication of Mitchell’s use of 

each technique and the range of lyrical and psychological effects she achieves. A chronological 

view will consider how they relate to her evolving aesthetics: the jump cut already figures on the 

first album, while the dissolve makes an entrance with the song “Blue” and climaxes in songs of 

the mid-1970s.  

  



“‘Preparing to Launch:’ The Joni Mitchell Archives Volume I and Her Early Period” 

Peter Kaminsky and Megan Lyons, University of Connecticut 

 

 The Joni Mitchell Archives Volume I (hereafter the JMA) comprises 5 compact discs of 

previously unreleased material spanning four and one half years prior to the release of Mitchell’s 

first album Song to a Seagull released in March of 1968. This material comprises radio and 

television broadcasts, club dates, home recordings, and demo tapes, presented in chronological 

order. Close examination of the JMA reveals four chronological stages revealing her continual 

artistic experimentation and growth. Stage 1 features traditional and composed folksongs. 

Beginning 1965, Stage 2 marks her maiden voyage as a singer-songwriter, including the iconic 

songs “Urge for Going,” “Both Sides Now, and “The Circle Game.” Stage 3 takes place in 2 

months from March to May 1967, comprising the song “Song to a Seagull” and a home 

recording which Mitchell titles “A Record of My Changes – Michael’s Birthday Tape”; it 

features five songs and a track of Mitchell improvising on guitar. Stage 4 takes place over the 

next six months, comprising a home demo tape and a three-set club date including half the songs 

from her first album recorded soon thereafter. 

Our presentation takes as its point of departure Lloyd Whitesell’s observation regarding a 

pervasive theme in Joni Mitchell’s songs: the presentation of a song’s central idea in terms of a 

fundamental opposition or polarity, which affords a range of possibilities for musical 

representation. “Mitchell expresses the urge to be free as a tension between love and solitude, 

idealism and worldliness, abstract yearnings and concrete realities. It is… her attraction to 

polarity and contradiction, that enables Mitchell to explore such rich sources of significance in 

her chosen thematic domains…. [Correspondingly,] [m]usical gestures play with contrapuntal 

possibilities of constraint and release, elation and deflation.” Our thesis is twofold: that a key to 

Mitchell’s development as a songwriter is her ability to musically represent the central thematic 

conflict in her lyrics; and the chronological stages of the JMA afford insight into when and how 

she achieves this. 

We will focus on the two months of Stage 3. Through three case studies – “Song 

to a Seagull,” “Strawflower Me,” and “I Don’t Know Where I Stand” – we will demonstrate how 

Joni Mitchell articulates and represents central thematic conflicts in both the poetry and its 

musical representation, with this record of her changes marking a pivotal moment in her early 

career. 

 

 

 

“Back to the Garden: Reflections on Joni Mitchell’s Life and Art” 

Ann Powers, NPR Music 

Daniel Levitin, Dean College of Arts and Humanities – Minerva Schools at KGI 

Malka Marom, Author In Her Own Words: Conversations with Joni Mitchell 

 

Ann Powers, one of the United States' top music critics, moderates a discussion with two 

authors who interviewed Joni Mitchell herself. Malka Marom and Daniel Levitin share their 

stories, experiences, and insight into the complex musical world of Joni Mitchell. 

  



Afternoon Session 

 

"Counterpoint and Embodied Expression in the Music of Joni Mitchell" 

Timothy Koozin, University of Houston 

 

This paper focuses on Joni Mitchell’s distinctive approach in singing and playing her 

instruments, and specifically, on her unique strategies in combining musical materials. 

Conceiving of counterpoint broadly as the combination of musical parts, this study aims to offer 

a close reading of musical texture and embodiment in Mitchell’s music, revealing strategies in 

songwriting while providing a basis to better understand Mitchell’s unique approach to melody, 

harmony, and musical expression. 

In a 2013 interview Joni Mitchell stated, “I’m fluid, you know.... Everything I am I am 

not.” I argue that the complex layering of musical materials with a multiplicity of implications is 

a natural impulse in her creativity. The opening of Joni Mitchell’s song, “Blue,” from the 1971 

album that shares the same name, is diagrammed in Example 1. Harmonic complexities in the 

piano part grow from fundamental idiomatic pianistic chord shapes that juxtapose right hand 

independently against the left hand, one hand grounded and unchanging in it’s location while the 

other hand moves in chords that follow the vocal melody. As Mitchell sings of having “been to 

sea before,” a pastoral marker is introduced in the shifting parallel chords that create Dorian 

modal color. Throughout this song, the changing viewpoints of the protagonist are represented in 

the complex layerings in right and left hand of the piano part. I also explore in the paper how 

piano textures can resist or contradict vocal expression to create irony. There is a bit of this in the 

final “bluesy” chord that ends the piece on a B7 chord, introducing a contradictory D sharp. 

While it is possible to assign names to the chords that result in the combined parts, this 

alone would reveal little about the clear kinesthetic logic in Mitchell’s singing and playing. This 

paper explores Mitchell’s recurring textural strategy of maintaining a constant rhythmic groove 

with steady pedal-points on one or more droning voices while other instrumental layers track the 

vocal melody in parallel chord voicings, often introducing dissonances and harmonic ambiguities 

that contribute to the unique subjectivity in her music. In this paper, I show how Mitchell applies 

this strategy in her songs with piano, guitar, and dulcimer. I diagram the verse and chorus of 

“Sweet Fire and Blue Steel” from the 1972 For the Roses album in Example 2. In the paper I 

explain how moving voices on the guitar follow a clear trajectory on the fretboard that follows 

the vocal melody, while a pair of strings sound drones on a low C and a D a ninth higher. As the 

persona of “Lady Release” calls to the protagonist, the guitar abruptly shifts to ominous 

sounding parallel moves on low guitar strings that invoke cultural codes of rural blues music. 

I conclude by briefly highlighting how Mitchell exercises even greater freedom in the 

combination of parts in her later music. I postulate that the artistic confidence manifested in the 

free social interaction among instruments in her albums from 1976 onward forms an essential 

attribute of her late style. 

 

  



"I Can't Even Hear the F***ing Music Playing: Trauma, Cross-Racial Performance, and the 

Limits of White Empathy in 'The Beat of Black Wings'" 

Matthew J. Jones 

 

In the late 1960s, Joni Mitchell was living in New York City and making the rounds on 

the coffee house circuit along the east coast of the United States. Among the places she 

performed was The Other Side in Fayetteville, NC, a coffee house that was a popular hangout for 

local college students and soldiers stationed at nearby Ft. Bragg. As Mitchell told UK journalist 

David Jenson, “One night,…I had finished singing and I came into my dressing room and there 

stood a kid really, red in the face angry, both fists clenched, and he said to me, ‘You got a lot of 

nerve sister, standing up there singing about love because there ain’t no love in this world.’… 

And he told me the most horrible series of events that had happened to him in Vietnam and 

ended up with me holding him, you know, and him crying his eyes out.” Almost twenty year 

later, Mitchell, who had by that time made a sharp pivot from romantic songs to social 

commentary in her music, returned to this memory in “The Beat of Black Wings,” an intertextual 

lullaby for, and character portrait of, this traumatized soldier, to whom she gives the pseudonym 

Killer Kyle.  

A visual and musical artist, Mitchell had begun to gravitate toward the creative 

possibilities of music video in the early 1980s, including a video clip for The Beat of Black 

Wings which features Mitchell in blackface drag. This is not Mitchell’s first experiment with 

blackface performance. In the mid1970s, she attended a Halloween party at Peter Asher’s Los 

Angeles home, donning blackface for the occasion and creating a figure, Claude-Art Nouveau, 

who she later would describe as her muse. With his afro, sideburns, polyester suit, gold jewelry, 

and black sunglasses, Claude is quintessential Blaxploitation pimp, a caricature of a caricature. 

Art Noveau made subsequent appearances on the cover of Mitchell’s 1977 opus Don Juan’s 

Reckless Daughter; in Mitchell’s 1980 concert film Shadows & Light; and “The Black Cat in 

Black Mouse Socks,” Mitchell’s contribution to an unreleased 1980 anthology of Canadian films 

called Love.  Writers like Greg Tate, Eric Lott, Kevin Fellezs, and Miles Parks Grier have 

deconstructed, contextualized, critiqued, and even celebrated Mitchell’s Art Novueau character. 

However, Killer Kyle has largely avoided critical attention.  

This paper addresses this critical lacuna by analyzing The Beat of Black Wings along 

three dimensions (lyrics, music, and images) to understand Mitchell’s appropriation of Black 

trauma to thicken the texture of an antiwar song composed in the 1980s using a strategy that 

music video scholar Andrew Goodwin calls “amplification.” What does it mean for a successful 

white figure of the counterculture to (again) adopt blackface performance as a critique of the 

most unpopular war in American history? How does “Killer Kyle” figure into Mitchell’s 

reputation as a counterculture icon, and what does it mean that Mitchell, who has repeatedly 

rejected her countercultural associations as naïve and a form of posing, returned to the primal 

scene of 1960s political resistance with a blackface performance of African American trauma?  



"Joni's Urges for Going, 1965-7 " 

Adam Behan, University of Cambridge 

 

On 30 October 2020, a 5-disc boxset of Joni Mitchell’s early recordings, entitled Joni 

Mitchell Archives – Vol. 1: The Early Years (1963–1967), was released. While snatches of 

Joni’s performances during the mid-1960s have been published previously, nothing of the scale 

and scope of the Joni Mitchell Archives has entered the domain of public consumption before. 

This has largely been reflected in musical scholarship: since Lloyd Whitesell’s book in 2008, the 

number of analytical studies of Joni’s music has expanded, and most of these studies have, with 

good reason, built their arguments around her many studio albums.  

But there is little overstating the enormous significance of Joni’s early, pre-studio album 

years in her growth both as a musician and a person. Joni herself has referred to the years 1965–7 

as ‘this three-year period of childhood’s end’ (Marom 2014, 25). In this paper, I want to meditate 

very briefly on these three years of Joni’s life as refracted through her music-making, 

specifically through one song, ‘Urge for Going’, which is one of her earliest originals and of 

which more than a dozen recordings, in various settings, were made between 1965 and 1967. I 

trace how her interpretative approach to this song changes over time, and attempt to show the 

entanglement of Joni’s changing interpretations with her tumultuous biographical circumstances 

in the mid-1960s—a time during which she became pregnant, gave birth to her daughter, married 

and subsequently divorced Chuck Mitchell, and moved between several cities in the United 

States.  

I suggest that, between 1965 and 1967, Joni’s ‘Urge for Going’ is transformed from a 

desire to escape the repetitive entrapments of Saskatoon to an experienced reflection on the 

complications and loneliness of solo travel, drawing in particular on what Peter Coviello (2019) 

has called Joni’s ambivalence to the idea of freedom. I conclude by suggesting the usefulness of 

Joni’s early recordings not simply for a deeper analysis of her early stylistic development, but as 

cultural documents which, when brought into dialogue with biography and sociocultural context, 

can facilitate a richer construction of her artistry and life in the first years of her song writing 

career.  



"'Everything comes and goes:' Joni Mitchell's Harmonic Alienation" 

Daniel Zimmerman, University of Maryland 

 

My paper focuses on whole-tone-related triads as indicators of a blurred or attenuated 

sense of self in Joni Mitchell songs of the early seventies. The musical tonic traditionally 

embodies home, the self, the center, safety. When conventional tonal music modulates, it 

generally moves a fifth or a third away from the tonic, destinations reflective of the constituent 

intervals of the consonant triad. Mitchell songs which modulate do frequently follow this 

practice, but several of her songs modulate a whole- step away from the tonic. In these cases, the 

origination point and the destination may seem disturbingly disconnected, partly because the 

whole-step is not one of the triad’s constituent intervals. At the same time, the nearness of the 

two triads engenders a blurring of the tonic/self, a questioning of previous assumptions, and a 

free-floating sense of alienation. As Mitchell puts it in “Down to You,” a song that modulates 

from D Major to E Major, “things that you held high and told yourself were true, / Lost or 

changin’ as the days comes down to you.” 

Mitchell’s large-scale whole-tone motions often seem prefigured by, or at least related to, 

groups of upper extensions (7ths, 9ths, 11ths, and 13ths above the fundamental) which may be 

heard as triadic structures in their own right. For instance, the climactic bridge section of “Down 

to You” features a sustained E (9th), G (11th), and C (7th) over a tonic represented by D in the 

bass. The conventional lead sheet notation in a situation like this (the “slash chord” “C/D” 

indicating “C major triad over D in the bass”) seems to acknowledge the possibility of hearing 

that C major triad as a distinct entity with a root a ninth (i.e., compound second) above the 

fundamental pitch. So even though the chord itself is justifiably heard as an implied consonant 

triad down below with unresolved, decorative dissonances hovering above, the C major 

component still seems integrated enough call the chord’s function, and the protagonist’s stable 

identity, into question. 

In this paper I will focus on four songs rife with whole-step relations within and between 

the chords, and upper layers of triads which actually seem to exert an influence on the progress 

of the more consonant layer down below (“For Free,” “BaranGrill,” “Down to You,” and Boho 

Dance). For instance, in the first four measures of “For Free,” the earliest and most 

straightforward of this group of songs, the parallel voice leading as a tonic triad is pushed down 

from I to bVII to vi seems related to the G- major triad formed by the upper extensions over the 

A (root of the vi chord) in mm. 13-14 (Example 1). This G-major triad is later projected into the 

lower, structural layer at the climax of the song (Example 2). Achieving the structural dominant 

by this unconventional means (a series of parallel steps down) suggests the song’s protagonist’s 

discomfort when she is confronted with her own privilege. 

 

 

  



"Sensing Sensibility in Joni Mitchell's Blue" 

Nathan Cobb, University of California, Santa Barbara 

 

Despite resisting classification herself, Joni Mitchell’s musical output is often divided 

into stylistic periods, the most broadly recognized of which are an early “folk” period (from 

Song to a Seagull to Court and Spark) and a later “jazz” period (beginning with The Hissing of 

Summer Lawns). Christa Anne Bentley positions Blue toward the end of a gradual stylistic 

transformation in which Mitchell’s output shifts “from folk ballads to confessional songs” (2019:  

421). Mitchell takes an even more extreme view, stating: “I haven’t been a folk singer since 1964  

—and I didn’t make my first record since 1967” (DiMartino 1998: 82). In my analysis of Blue, I 

take Mitchell’s claim seriously by examining how her usage of a mountain dulcimer and 

instrumental drones—the latter of which commonly signifies folk or pastoral topics (Rumph 

2014) ––dialogues with melodic, rhythmic, and textual vocal features evocative of the sensibility 

topic to effectively establish the “confessional” style for which she became famous (Figure 1).1  

I focus my attention on the three songs of the album that are dulcimer-led: “All I Want,” 

“Carey,” and “A Case of You.” Joni Mitchell first encountered the dulcimer at the 1969 Big Sur 

Folk Festival and purportedly wrote most of Blue on it while backpacking in Europe (Rogers 

1996). Although the instrument would not feature as prominently in her subsequent albums, its 

influence on the creation of Blue was significant and is currently under-explored in the literature.  

In my analyses, I consider how Mitchell’s choice of tuning and the dulcimer’s diatonic fretting 

establish a unique voice-leading syntax that strongly evokes a folk topic. For example, in “All I 

Want” (Example 1), Mitchell tunes the dulcimer’s three strings to G♭2, A♭3, and A♭3. As Spicer 

(2010) explains, “topics,” or recognizable, referential musical signs, often work in the context 1 

of popular music to establish “style,” which he defines as a “collection of topics” (127). 

Because her left hand was weakened by polio at a young age, this allows Mitchell to use 

the same relative finger positioning throughout (third or fourth finger on the G ♭ string and 

second finger on the top A♭ string, one fret higher); it also produces a relatively small collection 

of harmonic possibilities in which there is a predilection for parallel 10ths, mixolydian 

inflections (♭VII), and a dominant drone (Figure 2)—all of which are features of the folk topic. 

Despite this “folk accompaniment,” Mitchell’s singing style reflects the subjectivity and 

immediacy of the sensibility topic through her use of highly disjunct melodies, complex and 

displaced rhythmic figurations, and ornamentation. The folk style remains an important reference 

point and lends to Blue an aesthetic of authenticity and vitality, but in this paper I show that Joni 

Mitchell’s legacy as a “confessional” singer-songwriter is also due, in part, to the compelling 

pathos of the sensibility topic. 

  



"Make You Feel Free: Self Expressive Meter on Joni Mitchell's Blue" 

Nancy Murphy, University of Houston 

 

Joni Mitchell’s 1971 album Blue is lauded as the zenith of confessional songwriting. Her 

lyrics are intimate, personal, “autobiographical” documents, with songs offering introspective 

accounts of her desires for love and personal autonomy. While Mitchell’s lyrics reveal ideas 

about freedom in her relationships and creative production, her flexible timings also illustrate a 

free approach to meter. The songs on Blue demonstrate a variety of metric qualities, from regular 

to highly ambiguous. Locally, Mitchell’s flexible meter (Murphy 2015, 2022) highlights lyrical 

meaning, but more broadly, these decisions illustrate the importance of timing flexibility in her 

self-expressive 1970s performance practice. While authors like Whitesell (2008), Bennighof 

(2010), Sonenberg (2003), and others explore Mitchell’s musical and lyrical expression on this 

album, none of these authors examine the role of metric flexibility in her expressive rhetoric. In 

my paper, I argue that the flexible meter on Blue, which signals rhetorical freedom in her lyrics 

and performance timings, also reflects her countercultural ideology and artistic autonomy. 

Flexible meter on Blue is, therefore, a critical feature of Mitchell’s self-expressive singer- 

songwriter performance practice. 

Four songs on her 1971 album demonstrate the range of Mitchell’s self-expressive metric 

possibilities, shifting from regular to reinterpreted to ambiguous meter. Mitchell’s song “Little 

Green” (Figure 1), for example, shows that text setting in regular meter can emphasize covert 

lyrical meaning. In this case, metric emphasis on “green” signals the name (Kelly) of the baby 

Mitchell gave up for adoption in the 1960s (a fact that was unknown at the time of the album’s 

release). Other songs demonstrate broader sentiments like individual autonomy. The tracks “All I 

Want” (Figures 2 and 3) and “A Case of You” (Figure 4) show how metrical reinterpretations 

serve to highlight important passages in the lyrics about personal independence. The album’s 

titular track, “Blue,” illustrates Mitchell’s metric range. While singing about a failed relationship, 

her performance vacillates between metric regularity and ambiguity. Changes in meter seem to 

arise from spontaneous, rhapsodic responses to commentary in the lyrics about commitment and 

freedom. The free metric rhetoric on these songs positions flexible meter as an essential feature 

of her self-expression on this album. 

There are also broader liberties expressed in Mitchell’s inclusion of metric flexibility as 

self-expression on Blue. Much of its songwriting took place during her hiatus from the music 

industry in 1970, after becoming exhausted by fame. She traveled, freeing herself from the 

demands of her performing schedule and creative responsibilities, in turn escaping the gendered 

limitations to her autonomy that arose in her romantic relationship (with Graham Nash). But 

even within the industry, Mitchell enjoyed an unprecedented amount of freedom over her 

musical production as a female solo artist. Her then-manager (Elliot Roberts) negotiated a 

contract that secured her creative autonomy over her music, album art, and liner notes. My paper 

argues that this nexus of freedoms that generated Blue are reflected in Mitchell’s free treatment 

of the meter on several songs. The flexible meter on the album is a marker of her “authentic,” 

confessional, self- expressive 1970s performance practice. 


